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1 
This invention relates to a densimeter and 

more particularly to a densimeter formeasuring 
the densities of fluids. 
Among the several objects of the invention 

may be noted the provision of a densimeter for 
accurately and continuously indicating the den 
sities of fluids, both liquid and gaseous; the pro 
vision of a density meter which at all values of 
fluid densities Will automatically compensate for 
temperature-induced density variations in a flu 
id being tested; the provision of a densimeter 
of this class Which is adaptable to density in 
dicating and control purposes; and, the provi 
sion of a densimeter of the class described which 
is dependable in operation and of reliable con 
struction. Other objects Will be in part apparent 
and in part pointed out hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly comprises the ele 

ments and combinations of elements, Steps and 
sequence of steps, features of construction and 
manipulation, and arrangements of partS Which 
Will be exemplified in the structures and methods 
hereinafter described, and the scope of the ap 
plication of Which Will be indicated in the folloW 
ing claims. 

In the accompanying draWings, in Which one 
of various possible embodiments of the inven 
tion is illustrated, 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a Vibratory ele 
ment of the present invention With its casing 
ShoWn in Section; 

Fig. 2 is a vertical section taken on line 2-2 of 
Fig. 1, the top portion of the casing being broken 
aWay, 
- Fig. 3 is a horizontal section taken on line 
3-3 of Fig. 2; and, 

Fig. 4 is a circuit diagram. 
Similar reference characters indicate corre 

sponding parts throughout the several Views of 
the dra WingS. 
The present invention utilizes the principle 

that the natural resonant frequency of any Vi 
bratory element or SyStem may be Varied by a 
change in its mass. Thus, in accordance With 
the presenti invention the variation in frequency 
of a vibratory element or System is used to in 
dicate density variations of fluids Which are in 
ternally contained in Such a vibratory element 
or system. 
Refering now more particularly to Figs. 1 to 3, 

there is shown at numerali a vibratory element 
or System. This vibratory element t includes 
tWo holloW tines 3 and 5 Which are firmly affixed 
by brazing ora, like method in a fixed base block 
24. These tines have their walls thinned out at 
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28 so as to favor vibratory movements. The tine 
3 is provided With a bottom 6 Which by means of 
a connector 7 and adaptor 9 is connected to an 
inlet, conduit 1. An adaptor i 3 and an inlet 
fitting 5 are utilized to extend the passage of 
conduit il through a cup-shaped supporting 
base i 7. 
Tine 5 is similarly provided With a bottom cap 

i 8, a connector 9, an adaptor 2, a conduit 23, 
an adaptor 3 and an outlet fitting 27. Tines 3 
and 5 are supported by and extend through the 
block 24 Which by means of a bracket 29 and 
bolts 3 is rigidly affixed to the base i 7. Block 
24 is provided With an internal passage to per 
mit communication between the interior of tine 
3 and the interior of tine 5. Suitable drain plugs 
33 and 5 i permit access for cleaning purposes. 
Tine 3 contains a tube 35 having perforations 

31 at its upper end and having a machined disc 
39 rigidly affixed and sealed to its upper end. 
The loWer end of tubing 35 is Snugly but remov 
ably fitted into the bottom cap '6, to provide 
easy removal for cleaning purposes. The upper 
and loWer Surfaces of the disc 39 are sealed 
against the top edge of tine 3 by means of 
threaded cap 4. 
Tine 5 is similarly provided With a tube 43 

having perforations 45 and a disc 47 at its upper 
end. A removable cap 49 is similarly provided 
fortine 5. Caps ºf and 49 have affixed to their 
upper surfaces bolts 53. These bolts together 
With adjustment nuts 55 are utilized exactly to 
match the vibratory characteristics of tines 3 
and 5. 
An electromagnetic vibrating driver 57 is 

mounted on a bracket 58 and ispositioned so as 
to act upon two magnetic shoes 59 which are 
mounted reSpectively upontines 3 and 5. Micro 
phones 6 and 63 are respectively supported by 
bracket 58 in juxtaposition to tines 3 and 5, re 
Spectively. The electrical output from the micro 
phones 6 and 63 is conducted by means of Wires 
65 carried by a cable 67 which passes through 
the cup-shaped base 7. The electrical input 
to the electromagnetic driver 57 is carried by 
Wires 69 of said cable 67. The entire assembly 
of the vibratory element and its correspond 
ing componentS are sealed by means of a casing 
Ti. The cup-shaped base i may be mounted 
conveniently by means of a bracket 2. 

Referring now more particularly to Fig. 4, a 
pipe line adapted to conduct fluid, is shown at 
reference numeral 73. A pipe 5 interconnects 
pipeline 73 With a pump T7, a constant tempera 
ture auxiliary heater 79, which may be omitted 
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if desired, and tine 3 of vibratory element . A 
pipe 8 connects the tine 5 to a temperature com 
pensating unit 83. An outleti pipe 85 proVides 
for fluid communication between the temperature 
compensator unit 83 and the pipe line 3. 
The microphones 6 and 63, Which are pref 

erably of the pick-up coil type, are connected 
through a Wire 37, a Wire 89 and a condenser 9 
to the input of a vibrator electronic drive unit 
I. These Wires 8, 89 and condenser 9 Supply 
the grid circuit of a vacuum tube O. The cir 
cuit componentS of the tube i Ginclude a cathode 
resistor li, a Screen resistor 02, a Screen by 
pass condemser 63, a plate load resistor 04, a 
plate by-pass condenser 105, and a plate isolating 
resistor i 36. The output of the tube i 36 istrans 
mitted through a coupling condenser 07 to the 
control grid of an amplifier tube i 39. The circuit 
of the amplifier tube i 69 includes a grid resistor 
i , a cathode resistor 3, a decoupling COn 
denser : i 5 and an isolating resistor i fi. One 
output of tube 39 proceeds to the electromag 
netic driver 3: through WireS 9 and 2. 

The Other output of tube i 99 is through a Wire 
23 to an automatic Volume-control circuit in 
cluding a diode tube i 25, a battery 2 and a 
condenser 29. A feed-back circuit through a 
resistor 3 and a Wire i 33 is provided betWeen 
the diode i 25 and the grid return circuit of tube 

96.. The output of tube i 9 is transmitted 
through a coupling condenser È 35 to three am 
plifier tubes A3, 39 and il . The circuit com 
ponents of tube i 3 include a resistor i 38, a grid 
coupling condenser i 4, a cathode resistor i 43 
and a Winding È5 of a three phaSe transformer 3 
i 7. The circuit components of tube i 39 include 
a potentiometer & 9, a cathode resistor i5i and 
a transformer Winding i53. The circuit com 
ponentS of tube i ?i include a resistor i55, a con 
denser 5, cathode resistors 58 and i59, and 
a transformer Winding i 60. A battery i 6, or 
another suitable source of D. C. poWer, supplies 
D. C. energy through Wires i63 and È 65 to the 
various vacuum tubes and circuit componentS of 
the driver uniti. The three-phase output of the 
transformer l is connected through Wires Ato 
the stator of a three-phase Selsyn motor, 6, 
shoWin at the loWer left. 
The Output Shaft i S9 of the SelSyn motor 6 

is connected through gears li and i 3 to an 
indicating device 3 On a Shaft E. Shaft A 
is adapted to drive a set of three Variable resistors 
C-, C-2 and C-3 in the temperature compensator 
unit 83 in an opposite direction to three similarly 
driven variable resistors D-i, D-2, and D-3. Var 
iable resistors C-, C-2, and C-3 are Wound With 
negative resistance coefficient type Wire While the 
inversely driven Variable resistors D-i, D-2 and 
D-3 are Wound With Zero resistance coefficient, type 
Wire. By negative resistance coefficient, type Wire 
is meant Wire Which has its resistance decreased 
by an increase in temperature (or increased by 
a decreaSe in temperature) . By Zero resistance 
coefficient, type Wire is meant Wire Which has its 
resistance substantially unaffected by tempera 
ture. A set of three resistors E-1, E-2 and E-3 
are connected in series With C-A and D-i, C-2 
and D-2, and C-3 and D-3, respectively. These 
Six Variable resistOS and the three resistors are 
all enclosed in the temperature compensator unit 
83 having a Well containingresistorS E-i, E-2 and 
E-3 immersed in the fluid. A set of three con 
densers 3, i 8i and i 83 in combination With the 
SiX variable resistors and three resistorS of the 
temperature compensator unit 83 complete the 
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4 
input network circuit for a phase shift oscillator 
unit II through Wires 2T, 88 and '89, and a 
condenser i 9. 
The phase shift oscillator unit indicated at 

numeral II has components equivalent to the 
corresponding components of the driver unit. I de 
scribed above. Therefore, in the interest of 
brevity, the components of the phase shift oscil 
lator unit II carry reference numerals COrre 
sponding as to the last two digits of the numerals 
of the respective equivalent components of Vi 
bratory driver unit I; the reference numerals of 
unit I, however, are prefaced by “l' and the 
reference numerals of unit II beiing prefaced by 
“2.' The operation, construction and circuits of 
uniti I are respectively identical With thOSe of 
unit, II With the single exception that there is 
no output taken from the plate of tube 29 asis 
taken from the plate of tube 09; the oscillatory 
circuit in unit II being completed by a Wire 38. 
Because of this single circuit difference a plate 
resistor 2 8 is added to supply a load to the tube 
209 Which resistor is equivalent to the electro 
magnetic driver 5 Which is the load of tube 9. 
The three-phase output of thephase shift oscil 
lator unit II is connected to the rotor of the 
three-phase selsyn motor i 3 by means of the 
WireS B. 
Operation is as follloWS: 
A fluid, the density Which is to be determined 

is initially caused to flow through pipe line 3. A 
portion of this fiuid is by-passed through the 
pipe 5 and through the vibratory elemeni or 
Systemi. A relatively constant fioW of this fluid 
is insured by the use of the pump . The fluid 
may be maintained at a relatively constant tem 
perature, if desired, by the use of the constant 
temperature unit 79. Referring to Figs. 1-3, the 
fluidis conducted through the conduiti i to the 
interior of time 3 to the tube 35. After passing 
upWard in the direction of the arrows through 
tube 35 the fluid flows downWard through the 
tine 3 and through the central channel of block 
24 to the interior of tine 5 Where it is conducted 
upWard and through the perforations 5 of tube 
3, and then doWInWard in the direction of ar 
roWS and Out through the conduit 23. The fluid 
then is conducted by the pipe 8i, Fig. 4, to the 
temperature compensator unit 83 and is returned 
to the pipe line 73. 
Anycasual noise or vibration Will cause micro 

phones 6 and 63 to produce an electrical signal 
Which Will be transmitted through WireS 8 and 
89 and condenser 9 i to the input grid of tube 

9 of the driver unit I. This signalis amplified 
by the tube i) O and fed through the coupling 
condense i 0 to the amplifier tube 109. The 
output of tube 9 through wires il 9 and 2 
energizes the electromagnetic driver 5 Which in 
turn Will actuate the tines 3 and 5 of the Vibra 
tory element - This Ovement of the tines 3 
and 5 Will be transformed into another signalbe 
ing tranSmitted to the microphones 6 and 63, 
Which Will in turn, through the associated cir 
cuits of tubes i) and i 9 set up an oscillation, 
the frequency of Which is dependent upon the 
natural resonant frequency of the Vibratory Sys 
tem . If the density of the fiuidfloWing through 
the tines 3 and 5 remains constant this natural 
reSOnance frequency Will not change. 

In Order to maintain the level of the signal 
through the oscillatory circuit at a relatively con 
Stant level the tube i 25 has been employed. 
When the peak Voltage of the oscillatory signal, 
as meaSured at the plate of tube 09, reaches an 
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amplitude Which exceeds a potential determined 
by battery i 27, the diode tube 125 starts rectify 
ing, thus impressing a negative bias on tube 100 
through wire i 33. Tube 00, which may be of 
the variable mutype, thus has its gain effectively 
controlled by the action of tube 125. The ampli 
tude level of the oscillatory signal through tubes 
OO and O9 is maintained substantially constant 

to deliver a relatively constant amplitude signal 
through the coupling condenser i 40 to the tubes 
39, 137 and 4. 
The arrangement of tubes i 37, i 39 and 14 is 

Such that the outputs of these three tubes as 
characterized by the signals in transformer Wind 
ings (45, 53 and i60, Will be 120° out of phase 
respectively One With the other. Thus the out 
put phase of the signal on the plate of tube i 37 
lags the output signal on the plate of tube 139 
by 60°. The phase of the plate signal on tube 
i 4 leads that of the signal on plate of tube f39 
by 60°. As the direction of Windings f45 and 
i 60 are inverse to the direction of winding 53 
there Will be a 120° phase difference between the 
outputs of these three Windings. The potentiom 
eter 49 provides a means for adjusting the am 
plitude of the signal of tube 39 So that the am 
plitudes of the three output phases are at all 
times equal. 
The three-phase output of transformer i 4 is 

fed to the Stator of the selsyn motor 67. If the 
phase and the frequency of the input to the 
stator of motor 6 is identical With the phase 
and frequency of the output of transformer 247 
to the rotor of Selsyn motor 67, there Will be 
no movement of the Shaft i69. If, hoWever, the 
frequency and thephase of the Output A of the 
driver unit I differs from that of the output of 
the phase shift oscillator unit II, selsyn motor 
i67 Will be energized and Will operate until the 
output of the phase shift oscillator unit II cor 
responds in frequency and phase to the output 
of Vibratory driver unit I. The phase and the 
frequency of the output of the phase shift oscil 
lator circuit II is dependent upon the relative 
settings of the Variable resistors C-, C-2, C-3, 
D-, D-2 and D-3. Thus upon a movement of 
Shaft 7 by Selsyn motor i 67 these six variable 
resistors in the temperature compensator unit 
83 are varied and cause a corresponding fre 
quency and phase change in the input signal 
through Wires i 87 and i 88 and i 89 to the input 
circuit of tube 200. This signal is amplified by 
means of the tubes 200 and 209 together With 
their aSSociated circuit components and by means 
of the lead 88 a feed-back circuit is established 
Which maintains an oscillatory resOnant circuit, 
the frequency of Which is determined by the fre 
quency of the input Signall through the WireS 87, 
f89 and 9. The amplitude level of this Oscil 
latory signalismaintained substantially constant 
by the action of A. V. C. tube 225, and the three 
vacuum tubes 237, 239 and 24 provide a three 
phase output signal across the Windings 245, 253 
and 260 respectively. The output of the three 
phase transformer 247 is connected to the rotor 
of the three phase selsyn motor 67. Movement 
and the direction of movement of the SelSyn 
motor 67 is therefore dependent upon any fre 
quency and phase differences between the out 
puts of the Vibratory driver unit I and that of 
thephase shifter oscillator unitII. 

i Thus it can be seen that any variation in the 
resonant frequency of the vibratory element 
causes a corresponding variation in the output 
frequency of the driver unit I. This variation in 
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6 
the output of driver unit I will cause a corre 
sponding deflection of the indicating device i 75, 
which is calibrated in absolute density units, and 
a change in the output frequency of the phase 
shift oscillator unit II. Under normal operating 
conditions the output of transformer 47 Will be 
in phase respectively to the corresponding Wind 
ings of transformer 247 and the frequency out 
put to the rotor and the stator of the Selsyn 
motor 67 Will be the Same. Only for a short 
period of time While the Selsyn motor is actually 
in movement Will the phase and frequency out 
puts of unit I be different from that of unit II. 
- Any variation in temperature of the fluid being 
measured Will cause a Variation in frequency. 
To insure a greater accuracy the temperature 
compensator unit 83 is provided. Variable re 
sistors C-, C-2 and C-3 are of negative coeffi 
cient Wire and When the fluid temperature in 
creaSeS the resistance of these resistorS Will de 
crease causing a corresponding increase in fre 
quency in the input signal to tube 200. 
The density of the fluid flowing through vibra 

tory element I will be similarly decreased which 
Will cause a corresponding rise in vibratory fre 
quency. Variable resistors C-, C-2 and C-3 are 
so attached to Shaft 77 that When the density of 
the fluid decreases the effective resistance of 
these resistors is greater Which Will give a great 
èr amount of temperature compensation. The 
temperature-induced decrease in density of the 
fluid causes the vibratory frequency of element 
to increase Which causes a decrease in the ef 
fective resistance of variable resistors D-t, D-2 
and D-3, Which resistance decrease is relatively 
greater per degree of rotation of shaft '77, than 
the resistance increase of resistors C-, C-2 and 
C-3. Thus, the net effect of the temperature 
compensator uniti 83 is to insure that there Will 
be no change in the absolute density reading as 
indicated by indicating device i 75 When the 
change in density of the fluid is due solely to 
temperature variation and notto an actual den 
sity variation. It should be noted that the tem 
perature compensator unit 83 is a network of 
Variable and fiXed resistances Some of Which are 
of negative coefficient wire. By proper connec 
tion of this network an effective non-linear or 
linear temperature compensation canbe obtained. 
For example, Where density is read on an A. P. T. 
Scale, non-linear temperature compensation is 
deSirable. 
To calibrate the density meter of the present 

invention, the Vibratory element or system I is 
filled with fluid of a known density at a tempera 
ture, and by proper manipulation of the adjust 
ment nuts 55 of tines 3 and 5, the indicating de 
vice 75is adjusted to give a density reading equal 
to that of the known density of the fluid at that temperature. 

It is clear that the density indication at the 
member 75 may be transmitted to any remote 
point by known transmitter means. It is also 
clear that any indication in element I75 of devia 
tion of density from some predetermined norm 
may be caused to set in motion mechanism for 
correcting the deviation. For example, if the 
deflection from a norm of the indicator 75 is 
too far in the direction of increased density, suit 
able means may be set into motion to introduce 
into the pipe 73 a fluid of lower density so as to 
average down the density of the resulting mix 
ture. Or, if the deflection from a norm of the 
indicator 15 is too far in the direction of de 
creased density, suitable means may be set into 
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motion to introduce into the pipe 73 a fluid of 
higher density so as to average up the density of 
the resulting mixture. This is possible because 
of the continuously reading characteristics of the 
device, including continuous indications of fiuc 
tuations. Thus it will be seen that the presenti 
invention is useful not only for indicating den 
sity conditions, but provides means for initiating 
corrections of deviations from desired density 
conditions. An exemplary use would be in the 
petroleum industry Where it is often desired to 
maintain a fuel oil output at a predetermined 
specific gravity (density). And Whatever results 
are attained are independent of temperature 
fiuctuations, Which is of great importance in any 
application of the invention to practical ends 
such as outlined. A further example of Such 
control in the petroleum industry is the Shut 
ting off of a valve in a pipeline Where oil of One 
density is followed by oil of another density and 
it is desired to switch the oils into separate tankS. 

It is to be understood that under conditions 
Wherein the temperature of the fluid under in 
vestigation remains constant, there Would be no 
need for a temperature corrective circuit Such as 
II. In such event the output frequency of the 
lines A Would be a measure of the natural fre 
quency of the mechanical system (including 
fluid). Under Such conditions these lines are to 
be connected to a frequency meter or the like not 
shown Which When properly calibrated Would 
read directly in terms of the density. Converse 
ly, if the temperature corrective circuit is used, 
the temperature of the fluid need not be main 
tained substantially constant. 
In view of the above, it Will be seen that the 

severa objects of the invention are a chieved and 
other advantageous results attained. 
As many changes could be made in the above 

constructions and methods Without departing 
from the scope of the invention, it is intended 
that all matter contained in the above descrip 
tion o Shown in the accompanying draWings 
shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a 
limiting Sense. 
We claim.: 
1. A densimeter for measuring the density of 

fduids comprising a hollow vibratory mechanical 
system, circulating means for moving fluid 
through said system, said system including the 
còntained fluid having a natural frequency of 
vibration, an electric driver for mechanically vi 
brating as a unit said system including the con 
tained fluid at said natural frequency, electric 
pick-up means responsive to the vibrations of the i 
system including the fluid, an electronic circuit 
responsive to said pick-up means and adapted to 
produce electrical oscillations in accordance With 
the mechanica Vibrations and to energiZe Said 
driver, said electronic circuit having a first out 
put, a second electronic circuit having a second 
oscillatory output, and means adapted to indicate 
said naturalvibratory frequency responsive to in 
cipient frequency and phase differences betWeen 
Said first and second outputs to maintain the 
frequency and phase of Said Second output Sub 
stantially the same as that of Said first output. 

2. A densimeter for measuring the density 
of fluids comprising a holloW Vibratory me 
chanical System, circulating means for moving 
fluid through said System, Said System including 
the contained fluid having a natural frequency 
of vibration, an electric driver for mechanically 
vibrating as a unit said system including the 
contained fluid at said natural frequency, electric 
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pick-up means responsive to the vibrations 
of the System including the fluidi, an electronic 
circuit responsive to Said pick-up means and 
adapted to produce electrical oscillations in 
accordance With the mechanical Vibrations and 
to energize Said driver, Said electronic circuit 
having a first output, a second electronic circuit 
having a Second Output, means responsive tO in 
cipient frequency and phase differences between 
said first and second outputs to maintain the 
frequency and phase of said second output sub 
stantially the Same as that of said first output, 
and indicating means actuated by Said last 
mentioned neans to nove in accordance With 
frequency Variations of said first output and thus 
continuously to indicate the density of Said con 
tained fluid. 

3. A densimeter for measuring the density 
of fluids comprising a holloW vibratory me 
chanical System, circulating means for moving 
fluid through Said System, Said System including 
the contained fluid having a natural frequency 
of vibration, an electric driver for mechanically 
Vibrating aS a unit Said system including the 
contained fluid at Said natural frequency, electric 
pick-up means responsive to the vibrations 
of the System including the fiuid, an electronic 
circuit responsive to Said pick-up means and 
adapted to produce electrical oscillations in 
accordance with the mechanical vibrations and 
to energize Said driver, said electronic circuit 
having a first output, a second electronic circuit 
haVing a Second output, means in said second 
circuit responsive to the temperature of the fluid 
adapted to vary the frequency and phase of Said. 
Second output to compensate for temperature 
induced density variations of said fluid, and 
means adapted to indicate said natural vibratory 
frequency responsive to incipient frequency and 
phase differences between Said first and second 
outputs to maintain the frequency and phase of 
Said second output substantially the same as 
that of said first output. 

4. A densimeter for measuring the density 
of fluids comprising a hollow vibratory me 
chanical System, circulating means for moving 
fluid through Said System, said system including 
the contained fluid having a natural frequency 
of vibration, an electric driver for mechanically 
vibrating as a unit said system including the 
contained fluid at Said natural frequency, electric 
pick-up means responsive to the vibrations of 
the System including the fluid, an electronic 
circuit responsive to Said pick-up means and 
adapted to produce electrical oscillations in 
accordance With the mechanical Vibrations and 
to energize Said driver, said electronic circuit 
having a first output, a second electronic circuit 
having a Second oscillatory output, means in 
each of Said electronic circuits formaintaining 
Substantially constant the amplitude of the re 
Spective outputs, and means adapted to indicate 
Said natural Vibratory frequency responsive to 
incipient frequency and phase differences be 
tween said first and second outputs to maintain 
the frequency and phase of said second output 
substantially the same as that of said first 
Output. 

5. A densimeter for measuring the density 
of fluids comprising a hollow vibratory me 
chanical System, circulating means for moving 
fluid through Said System, said system including 
the contained fluid having a natural frequency 
of Vibration, an electric driver for mechanically 
vibrating as a unit said system including the 
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contained fluid at said natural frequency, electric 
pick-up means responsive to the vibrations of 
the System including the fluid, an electronic 
circuit responsive to said pick-up means and 
adapted to produce electrical oscillations in 
accordance With the mechanical vibrations and 
to energize said driver, said electronic circuit 
haVing a first output, a second electronic circuit 
haVing a Second output, means in said Second 
circuit responsive to the temperature of the fluid 
adapted to vary the frequency and phase of 
Said second output to compensate for temper 
ature-induced density Variations of Said fluid, 
means in each of Said electronic circuit for 
maintaining substantially constant the amplitude 
of the respective outputs, and means adapted 
to indicate said natural vibratory frequency re 
sponsive to incipient frequency and phase dif 
ferences between Said first and Second outputs 
to maintain the frequency and phase of said 
second outputs substantially the same as that 
of Said first output. 

6. A densimeter for measuring the density 
of fluids comprising a holloW vibratory me 
chanical System, circulating means for moving 
fluid through Said System, Said System including 
the contained fluid having a natural frequency 
of Vibration, an electric driver for mechanically 
Vibrating as a unit Said System including the 
contained fluid at Said natural frequency, electric 
pick-up means responsive to the vibrations of 
the system including the fluid, an electronic 
circuit responsive to said pick-up means and 
adapted to produce electrical oscillations in 
accordance With the mechanical vibrations and 
to energize said driver, said electronic circuit 
having a first output, a second electronic circuit 
having a second output, means responsive to 
any incipient differences betWeen the frequen 
cies and phases of said two outputs adapted to 
move in accordance With Said differences but 
to maintain an assumed position When Said fre 
quencies and phases are identical, Whereby the 
density of said contained fluid is continuously 
indicated. 

7. A densimeter for measuring the density of 
fluids comprising a hollow vibratory mechanical 
system, circulating means for moving fluid 
through said system, said System including the 
contained fluid having a natural frequency of 
vibration, an electric driver for mechanically 
Vibratiing as a unit Said System including the cOn 
tained fiuid at Said natural frequency, electric 
pick-up means responsive to the vibrations of 
the System including the fluid, an electronic cir 
cuit responsive to Said pick-up means and 
adapted to produce electrical oscillations in ac 
cordance With the mechanica vibrations and to 
energize said driver, said electronic circuit having 
a first output, a second electronic circuit having 
a Second output, and means fed by Said first and 
Second outputS adapted to move Only When either 
the frequencies Orpha Ses of Said outputS are un 
equal, the frequency and phase of the second cir 
cuit being responsive to the novement of Said 
means, Whereby the density of said contained 
fluidis indicated. 

8. A densimete' for meaSuring the density of 
fluids comprising a hollow vibratory mechanical 
System, circulating means for moving fluid 
through said System, Said System including the 
contained fluid having a natural frequency of 
vibration, an electric driver for mechanically 
vibrating as a unit said system including the con 
tained fluid at Said natural frequency, electric 
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10 
pick-up means responsive to the vibrations of 
the System including the fluid, an electronic cir 
cuit responsive to said pick-up means and 
adapted to produce electrical oscillations in ac 
COrdance With the mechanical vibrations and to 
energize Said driver, said electronic circuit having 
a first output, a second electronic circuit having 
a Second Output, means in said second circuit, re 
Sponsive to the temperature of said fiuid to com 
pensate for temperature-induced density varia 
tions of said fluid, and means fed by said first 
and Second outputs adapted to move only When 
either the frequencies or phases of said outputs 
are unequa, the frequency and phase of the sec 
ond circuit being responsive to the movement of 
Said means, Whereby the density of said con 
tained fluidis indicated. 

9. A densimeter for measuring the density of 
fluids comprising a hollow vibratory mechanical 
System, circulating means for moving fluid 
through said system, said system including the 
contained fluid having a natural frequency of 
vibration, an electric driver for mechanically 
Vibrating as a unit said system including the 
contained fluid at said natural frequency, elec 
tric pick-up means responsive to the vibrations 
Of the System including the fluid, an electronic 
circuit responsive to Said pick-up means and 
adapted to produce electrical oscillations in ac 
COrdance With the mechanica vibrations and to 
energize said driver, said electronic circuit having 
a first output, a second electronic circuit having 
a Second output, means in said Second circuit re 
Sponsive to the temperature of Said fluid to com 
pensate for temperature-induced density Varia 
tions of Said fluid, electronic means in each of 
Said circuits formaintaining substantially con 
stant the amplitude of the respective outputs, 
and means fed by Said first and Second outputs 
adapted to move only When either the frequencies 
or phases of said outputs are unequal, the fre 
quency and phase of the second circuit being 
responsive to the novement of Said means, 
Whereby the density of Said contained fluidisin 
dicated. 

10. Apparatus for responding to the density of 
fluids comprising a holloW vibratory System 
adapted to contain a fluid the density of Which is 
to be determined, said System including a con 
tained fluid and having With Said fluid a natura 
vibratory frequency of resonance, an electric 
driver for mechanically vibrating as a unit Said 
System including the contained fluid at Said nat 
ural frequency, electric pick-up means responsive 
to the vibrations of the System including the 
fluid, a regenerative circuit connected between 
the pick-up means and the driver and feeding 
an output, and frequency responsive means con 
nected With Said output. 

11. Apparatus for responding to the density of 
fluids comprising a hollow vibratory System 
adapted to contain a fluid the density of Which is 
to be determined, Said System including a con 
tained fluid and having With said fluid a natural 
vibratory frequency of resonance, an electric 
driver for mechanically vibrating as a unit Said 
system including the contained fluid at said nat 
ural frequency, electric pick-up means responsive 
to the vibrations of the System including the 
fluid, a regenerative circuit connected betWeen 
the pick-up means and the drivel' and feeding 
an output, means in said circuit formaintaining 
Substantially constant the amplitude of the os 
cillations therein, and frequency responsive 
means connected With Said output, 
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12. Apparatus for responding to the density of 
fluidis comprising a holloW vibratory System 
adapted to contain a fluid the density of Which 
is to be determined, Said System including a cOn 
tained fluid and having With Said fluid a natural 
vibratory frequency of resonance, an electric 
driver for mechanically vibrating as a unit Said 
System including the contained fluid at Said nat 
ural frequency, electric pick-up means responsive 
to the Vibrations of the SyStem including the 
fluid, a regenerative circuit connected betWeen 

I the pick-up means and the driver and feeding a 
first output, a phase-shift oscillator circuit hav 
ing a second output, and neans connecting Said 
outputs responsive tophase and frequency differ 
ences between the outputs to move in a direction 
to cancel Said phase and frequency differences. 

13. Apparatus for responding to the density of 
fluids comprising a holloW Vibratory System 
adapted to contain a fiuid the density of Which is 
to be determined, said system including a con 
tained fluid and having With Said fluid a natural 
vibratory frequency of resonance, an electric 
driver for mechanically vibrating as a unit Said 
system including the contained fluid at Said 
natural frequency, electric pick-up means re 
sponsive to the vibrations of the System including 
the fluid, a regenerative circuit connected be 
tWeen the pick-up means and the driver and 
feeding a first output, a phase-shift oscillator 
circuit feeding a second output and haVing a. 
temperature-responsive circuit componenti, means 
connecting said outputs responsive tophase and 
frequency differences between the outputs to 
move in a direction to cancel Said phase and 
frequency differences, said temperature-respon 
sive component and the fluid being in heat ex 
change relationship. 

14. Apparatus for responding to the density 
of fiuids comprising a holloW Vibratory Systern 
adapted to contain a fluid the density of Which is 
to be determined, Said System including a COn 
tained fluid and having With Said fiuida natural 
vibratory frequency of resonance, an electric 
driver for mechanically Vibrating as a unit Said 
System including the contained fluid at Said 
naturalfrequency, electric pick-up means respon 
sive to the Vibrations of the System including 
the fluid, a regenerative circuit connected be 
tween the pick-up means and the driver and 
feeding a first output, a phase-shift Oscillator 
circuit feeding a second output and having a. 
temperature-responsive circuit component, means 
connecting said outputs responsive tophase and 
frequency differences betWeen the OutputS tto 
move in a direction to cancel Said phase and 
frequency differences, said temperature-respon 
sive component and the fluidi being in heat ex 
change relationship, and means in each of Said 
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circuits formaintaining constant and equal the 
amplitudes of the oscillations therein. 

15. Apparatus for responding to the density 
of fluids comprising a holloW vibratory System 
adapted to contain a fluid the density of Which 
is to be determined, Said System including a con 
tained fluid and haVing With said fluid a natural 
vibratory frequency of resonance, circulating 
means for moving fluid through Said System, an 
electric driver for mechanically vibrating as a 
unit Said System including the contained fluid 
at Said natural frequency, electric pick-up means 
responsive to the Vibrations of the System includ 
ing the fluid, a regenerative circuit connected 
between the pick-up means and the driver and 
feeding an output, and frequency responsive 
means connected With said output. 

16. Apparatus for responding to the density 
of fluids comprising a holloW Vibratory System 
adapted to contain a fluid the density of Which 
is to be determined, Said System including a con 
tained fluid and having With Said fluid a natural 
vibratory frequency of resonance, an electric 
driver for mechanically vibrating as a unit Said 
System including the contained fluid at said 
naturalfrequency, electric pick-up means respon 
Sive to the Vibrations of the Systern including 
the fluidi, a regenerative circuit connected be 
tWeen the pick-up means and the driver and 
feeding an output, means in said circuit for 
maintaining Substantially constant the ampli 
tude of the oscillations therein, frequency re 
Sponsive means connected With said output, and 
neans responsive to the temperature of Said 
fluid to Vary the frequency of Said Oscillations 
to compensate for temperature induced density 
variations of said fluid. 
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